
The choreographer leading a
Lebanese dance troupe that shot
to fame by winning the ‘America’s

Got Talent’ TV contest castigated
Lebanese politicians and called for rev-
olution upon landing back in Beirut
Friday. Dozens of relatives offered the
Mayyas troupe flowers at Beirut airport
while thousands of Lebanese were
glued to their televisions to catch a
glimpse of the performers who filled
them with pride and joy in a country
wrecked by nearly three years of eco-
nomic crisis.

“We don’t need you (politicians),
Mayyas made Lebanon proud without
your help” choreographer Nadim
Cherfan told AFP at  Beirut’s airport,
echoing the frustration of many
Lebanese who blame the political class
for the country’s woes. His comment
came as a snub to top Lebanese politi-
cians who had praised the group-
including the country’s president and
prime minister.

Amid Lebanon’s worst-ever econom-
ic crisis, the national currency has lost
more than 90 percent of its value on the
black market since 2019 while poverty
and unemployment have soared. In a
reflection of deep popular discontent,
five banks were stormed Friday by
depositors seeking to unlock savings
frozen in the banking system after the
economy crumbled. “People should
break all the banks, shake up the coun-
try and turn the table over politicians’
heads,” Cherfan said. Mayyas this
week snatched a $1 million prize and
the chance to headline a Las Vegas
show for their extravagant television
performance featuring belly dancing,
feather fans and white orbs of light.

Judges and viewers hailed the
troupe for their hypnotic and mesmeriz-
ing performances-despite enduring
hardships at home that include long
daily power cuts. Lebanese authorities
can barely provide citizens and resi-
dents with bare necessities. Lebanon
suffers from electricity cuts that last up
to 22 hours as the cash-strapped state
can no longer afford fuel. “Your job is to
feed the hungry people and bring elec-
tricity,” Cherfan said, addressing the
politicians. “As artists we are doing an
artistic revolution,” he added, in an
apparent reference to a 2019 anti-gov-
ernment protest movement that many
Lebanese dubbed a revolution.—AFP 
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Members of the Lebanese dance group Mayyas pose for a group photo while surrounding their choreographer Nadim Cherfan (center) upon
arrival at Beirut International after winning the “America’s Got Talent” TV contest. — AFP photos

Nadim Cherfan (center), choreographer of the Lebanese dance group Mayyas, looks on as he
arrives with his dancers at Beirut International Airport.

Members of the Lebanese dance group Mayyas arrive at Beirut International Airport.

In this file photo some members of the Lebanese dance group Mayyas, headed by
Choreographer and founder Nadim Cherfan (third right), pose for a picture following their
meeting with Lebanon’s Minister of Culture in Beirut. 

Members of the Lebanese dance group Mayyas arrive at Beirut International Airport.

Ageing Hollywood
sign to get a facelift

In a place where ageing is frowned upon
and facelifts are common, even the sign
that proclaims Hollywood to the world is

joining in. The nine-letter landmark that
beams down on Tinseltown turns 100
years old in 2023, and like the time-defying
actors and actresses it watches over, it
looks pretty much the same as it has for
decades. But as all good performers know,
a little nip here, a little tuck there can keep
one looking young forever.

Almost 400 gallons (1,500 liters) of paint
and primer will be lavished on the 45-foot
(14-meter)-high sign, the Hollywood Sign
Trust said as it announced the makeover.
Work begins on Monday, with a crew of 10
prepping and pressure washing the enor-
mous letters, which sit on hills above the
movie capital.

The sign-a must-see for any film buff or
tourist visiting Los Angeles-initially read
Hollywoodland, and was constructed as an
advertisement for an upscale real estate
development. But in 1949, as the movie
industry entered a golden age, the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce lopped
off the last four letters. The slightly out-of-
kilter sign above La La Land has been
repaired and refurbished over the decades,
and was even rebuilt in 1978. It was last
painted in 2012. —AFP

Korean cinematic
rise years in the 
making, says
‘Squid Game’ star

Smash hits like “Squid Game” and
“Parasite” may make it look easy, but
Emmy-winner Lee Jung-jae says

South Korean cinema spent years learning
how to reach unprecedented global audi-
ences through stories about the competi-
tiveness and violence of modern life. Lee
spoke to AFP just days after making histo-
ry as the first foreign-language performer
to win the Emmy for best actor in a drama
with “Squid Game”-the most-watched
Netflix show of all time. “As a piece of work
that is not in English that we’re able to
bring to the global audience, we’re very
happy about that,” said Lee. “Even from
Korea everybody was so happy and they
were sending me congratulating mes-

sages,” he said during an interview at the
Toronto film festival.

“When I go back there’s a lot of inter-
views and things waiting for me!” The
brutal social satire about misfits and crim-
inals competing for cash in twisted ver-
sions of schoolyard games followed in
the footsteps of South Korea’s “Parasite,”
which two years earlier became the first
foreign-language movie to win best pic-
ture at the Oscars. “For a long time,
Korean cinema has been trying to figure
out how to connect better with global
audiences,” said Lee.

“Now, as a result of these years-long
efforts, we see a lot of high-quality con-
tent, that has resonated around the world
and won critical acclaim.” It has also been
a huge commercial success: “Squid
Game” director Hwang Dong-hyuk is writ-
ing an eagerly-awaited second season,
with Lee teasing that his character Seong
Gi-hun “will be completely different” this

time around.

‘Overly competitive’ 
But before then comes “Hunt,” Lee’s

directorial movie debut, which earned a
prestigious “gala presentation” premiere
this week at the Toronto International Film
Festival-relatively rare for an Asian-lan-
guage film. The twisty Cold-War era spy
thriller in which Lee also stars is loosely
based on real 1980s political events,
including an attempted assassination of
South Korea’s president and the defection
of a North Korean pilot. Lee said the film
shares some themes with “Squid Game”-
including its unflinching depiction of vio-
lence, as rival South Korean spies turn
against and even torture one another.

For instance, it too looks at how an
“overly competitive society could actually
lead to people hurting each other.” “Hunt”
has already topped the box office in its
home country, and will be released in

North American theaters and on-demand
streaming on December 2 by Magnolia
Pictures. But in a further sign of how
Korean movie-making is adapting to the
needs of its new-found audience, the final
version reflects a more global film.

Following its initial screening at the
Cannes film festival in May, some critics
complained the plot was difficult to follow
for Western audiences not familiar with
Korean politics, so Lee re-cut it to simplify
some elements, and revised the subtitles.
But, he emphasized, the film is less about
Korean history and more about “how this
violence is happening all around the world
globally,” hurting ordinary people. “This
movie is about these two protagonists and
whether their principles are righteous.”
“What’s most important is, because it’s an
espionage action-drama, that I just want
you to really enjoy the film,” he said.

‘Growing closer’ 
When “Parasite” director Bong Joon-ho

stunned Hollywood by winning best picture
at the Oscars in 2020, he spoke about the
importance of overcoming “the one-inch-
tall barrier of subtitles.” Lee said he has not
discussed South Korea’s newfound global
clout with Bong, but agreed that the coun-
try’s culture “has become widely under-
stood globally” as the world becomes more
inter-connected via technology such as
global streaming and social media.

“In Korea actually we watch a lot of con-
tent from different countries and all around
the world, so it’s very natural for us,” he
said. He added: “The world is a lot closer
now... Korea’s distinctive story is not some-
thing that is difficult for foreign audiences to
understand.” “It’s natural. With everyone
growing closer to each other, it’s not diffi-
cult to understand the emotions-whether
it’s pain or grief-of others, because we live
in a world where feelings are shared
instantly.”— AFP

South Korean director of “Hunt” Lee Jung-jae
poses for AFP during the 2022 Toronto
International Film Festival in Toronto, Canada.
— AFP photos

South Korean actor Lee Jung-jae accepts the award for Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series
for “Squid Game” onstage during the 74th Emmy Awards at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles,
California,.


